Control Asset
Allocation and Usage

IT Asset Analytics
With assets responsible for as much as 40 percent of an organization’s IT
budget, effective oversight is crucial for today’s sophisticated IT enterprises.
Yet often this data remains distributed across configuration management
databases (CMDB), IT service management systems, and financial systems.
Numerify’s cloud-based analytical application unites this data to provide
greater insight into the state of assets and enable IT asset managers to
improve asset performance and effectiveness.

Don’t Settle for Static Reports!
Operational applications often include reports that address the here-and-now questions such
as “how many virtual machine images did we provision this week?” But you need to know the
“why” behind the “what” to conduct more meaningful analyses. These answers often require
deep analytics such as machine learning algorithms or cross-source correlations from systems
like project management, software development, and finance.
Only a sophisticated analytical platform powered by a data warehouse and in-memory data
stores can deliver such capabilities. With Numerify’s advanced analytical applications, IT
managers gain the ability to answer new questions as they arise such as “what is the financial
impact if we push the PC refresh cycle by six months?”

IT Asset Analytics from Numerify
Numerify’s IT Asset Analytics application provides full visibility into asset inventory, demand, and
lifecycles. In-depth analyses enable IT teams to better manage inventory, streamline delivery, and
optimize asset costs. With a unified view of asset management, financial, and CMDB data, IT managers
are better equipped to effectively oversee asset needs and minimze the risk of unplanned downtime.

Asset Tracking and Inventory
Dive into consolidated asset data to
identify and remove risks around
outdated assets. Associate asset data
with key processes such as incident,
problem, and change management
to quickly discover the root cause of
service disruptions. Use predefined
metrics, models, and calculations to track
asset request trends while minimizing
unplanned costs and downtime.
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Configuration Integrity
Numerify enables asset managers to audit
asset data and ensure data consistency
and quality. Detect missing CMDB entries
and find data discrepancies such as missing
fields, duplication, and inconsistency. Filter
across all dimensions of your CMDB data
to understand trends over time, ensure the
continuous health of data, and support your
ongoing discovery process.

Asset Lifecycle Management
Obtain a complete view of asset costs to
understand the total cost of ownership and
make more informed purchasing decisions.
Extract data from your IT system of record
to identify expired contracts for expensive
month-to-month leases. Locate trends in
lease data by location, model, and owner, and
pinpoint where information is inaccurate or
incomplete.

Unique Capabilities Enable Deep Insights
Best-in-class IT business models
Metrics and models built on industry standards such as
ITIL, PMI, and DevOps methodology

Full-spectrum analytics
Access pre-built dashboards, self-service visual
analytics, and predictive analytics
.

Comprehensive data coverage
Integrate service, asset, project, financial, and HR
systems as well as APM and machine log data

Personalized playbook
Customizable and extensible to reflect your
organization, your processes, and your priorities
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The Benefits of a Powerful Platform

GET STARTED TODAY

ABOUT NUMERIFY

For more information, visit www.numerify.com,
subscribe to Numerify’s newsletter, or visit our
Resources Page.

Numerify provides IT leaders with a unified
system of intelligence for end-to-end visibility
into their Plan-Build-Run activities. Data-driven
leaders leverage Numerify to drive value across
their people, processes, and projects.

Contact Numerify Sales at sales@numerify.com
or call us at (408) 822-9611

